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Zach will introduce (25 minutes)

Rael will deep dive (60 minutes)



Intro to SIG Docs



Docs is the largest Kubernetes SIG.



Docs drive adoption.

In open source, adoption changes the 
balance of power.



Docs signal and drive inclusion.

Inclusive communities commit to 
inclusive docs.



Kubernetes docs support localizations 
for 9 languages 
(with 2 more initializing soon).



In April 2019, kubernetes.io received 
1.2 million page views per week.



The website builds from the repository 
via netlify. 

github.com/kubernetes/website -> kubernetes.io



Contributors interact with docs source 
in GitHub using Prow commands.

https://prow.k8s.io/command-help 



SIG Docs supports the quarterly 
release cycle.



Docs is the largest Kubernetes SIG.

...but size is misleading.



It’s easy to get involved with SIG Docs.



Individual contributors make existing 
content better. 
Write new content. 
Help localize.



CNCF partners contribute, too.
Hire more technical writers.
Support developers who document.



Our contributors are amazing.

Thank you.



Deep dive into SIG Docs



kubernetes.io



Hugo

https://gohugo.io

https://gohugo.io


Git and GitHub

github.com

https://git.k8s.io/website

https://www.github.com/
https://git.k8s.io/website


Netlify

netlify.com

https://www.netlify.com/


Contributing to docs



Read the Docs

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts

https://git.k8s.io/community/contributors/guide

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts
https://git.k8s.io/community/contributors/guide
https://kubernetes.io/docs/contribute/


Join to the Kubernetes Slack

https://slack.k8s.io/
https://kubernetes.slack.com/messages/C1J0BPD2M


Gitventure time

the Adventure Cat by @jonrohan

https://octodex.github.com/adventure-cat
https://github.com/jonrohan


Fork the kubernetes website repo

https://github.com/kubernetes/website

https://github.com/kubernetes/website


Clone your fork



Checkout a new branch for the contribution



Commit your changes to your branch 



https://git.k8s.io/website/README-es.md

https://git.k8s.io/website/README-es.md


http://localhost:1313/

http://localhost:1313/


Push the changes to your branch



Create a pull request



Linux Foundation CLA

https://www.linuxfoundation.org/

https://www.linuxfoundation.org/


The Contributor License Agreement

🏠  👨🦰  🧕 

🏢 👨🏾💼  👩💼

https://git.k8s.io/community/CLA.md

https://emojipedia.org/house-building/
https://emojipedia.org/man-red-haired/
https://emojipedia.org/office-building/
https://emojipedia.org/female-office-worker/
https://git.k8s.io/community/CLA.md


Build succeeded: Preview site



Labels for required for approval: lgtm



Labels for required for publication: approved



Live!



Locali[sz]ation



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_languages_by_number_of_native_speakers

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_languages_by_number_of_native_speakers


What is localization

Internationalization

Internationalization is the design and development of a 
product, application or document content that enables easy 
localization for target audiences that vary in culture, region, or 
language.

https://www.w3.org/International/questions/qa-i18n

https://www.w3.org/International/questions/qa-i18n


What is localization

Localization

Localization refers to the adaptation of a product, application 
or document content to meet the language, cultural and other 
requirements of a specific target market (a locale).

https://www.w3.org/International/questions/qa-i18n

https://www.w3.org/International/questions/qa-i18n


What is localization?

Often thought of only as a synonym for translation of the user interface 
and documentation, localization is often a substantially more 
complex issue.

A good localization requires human intervention, you need to 
explain, in your own words and language, the concepts.

https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~daven/

https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~daven/


Why localization is important?

Knowing English is NOT binary, there is a spectrum.

To remove the language barrier

To make the community more inclusive

To allow communities in those languages



Slack channels for languages

https://kubernetes.slack.com/messages/CH4UJ2BAL
https://kubernetes.slack.com/messages/CH7GB2E3B
https://kubernetes.slack.com/messages/CG838BFT9
https://kubernetes.slack.com/messages/CJ14B9BDJ
https://kubernetes.slack.com/messages/CJ1LUCUHM
https://kubernetes.slack.com/messages/CJ1LUCUHM
https://kubernetes.slack.com/messages/CAG2M83S8
https://kubernetes.slack.com/messages/CA1MMR86S
https://kubernetes.slack.com/messages/CJ21AS0NA
https://kubernetes.slack.com/messages/CE3LNFYJ1


Starting a new localization

Check the Localizing Kubernetes Documentation
- https://kubernetes.io/docs/contribute/localization/

Take a look at other localization initial PRs

- French https://github.com/kubernetes/website/pull/12548
- Indonesian https://github.com/kubernetes/website/pull/13822
- Spanish https://github.com/kubernetes/website/pull/13543

Get other localization teams involved
Don’t hesitate to talk with other teams to get things started

https://kubernetes.io/docs/contribute/localization/
https://github.com/kubernetes/website/pull/12548
https://github.com/kubernetes/website/pull/13822
https://github.com/kubernetes/website/pull/13543


Community





Build a community around docs (part 1)

Thank contributors.

Provide feedback and guidance.

Help other languages. 

Participate in wider discussions.

Use your language in the community.



Build a community around docs (part 2)

Provide support and warm welcome to new contributors.

Publicize the localization effort.

Get folks involved in localizing their own languages.

Organize events in your local community.



https://www.meetup.com/pro/cncf/#meetups

https://www.meetup.com/pro/cncf/#meetups


Break the digital barrier

Cloud Native Barcelona meetup,
sig-docs hackathon

https://www.meetup.com/Cloud-Native-Barcelona/events/260769421/
https://www.meetup.com/Cloud-Native-Barcelona/events/260769421/




Cloud Native Barcelona meetup, Kubernetes Study JAM

https://www.meetup.com/Cloud-Native-Barcelona/events/260756033/


Thanks!
Slides available at sched.co/MPlA

https://sched.co/MPlA




Localization
Extra Slides



Localizations progress

German website#14137

Hindi website#13957

Indonesian website#13929

Portuguese website#13939

Spanish website#13948

https://github.com/kubernetes/website/pull/14137
https://github.com/kubernetes/website/issues/13957
https://github.com/kubernetes/website/issues/13957
https://github.com/kubernetes/website/issues/13929
https://github.com/kubernetes/website/issues/13948
https://github.com/kubernetes/website/issues/13939
https://github.com/kubernetes/website/issues/13948




Tips and tricks for new localizations
Start localizating the main website to promote the new language

Start localizating shared resources to avoid conflicts

- Menú index tree

- Feature templates

- Glossary terms

Create the tracking localization progress issue and set a milestone



https://github.com/kubernetes/website/pull/13809 https://github.com/kubernetes/website/pull/14135

https://github.com/kubernetes/website/pull/13809
https://github.com/kubernetes/website/pull/14135

